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Better Vacuum Cups, Inc.
Ordering Information:
~ Phone Toll-Free 877.USABVC1
or 909.606.0140, Monday through
Friday 8:00 am to 5:00pm Pacific
standard time.
~ Fax a purchase order or order
form to 909.510.6317
~ We ship worldwide. Purchaser
is responsible for paying for shipping, duty and taxes.
~ We ship UPS and most shipments are same day shipping. We
can also offer DHL and US Postal
on request.
~ Rush orders will be processed
with customers credit card or UPS
account.

Payment:
 Major Credit Cards Accepted: Visa, Mastercard and American Express.


Payment by check with open account. Fax credit application to 909510-6317

Call us today! 909.606.0140
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BVC Replacement for Biesse Rover

BVC Replacement for Morbidelli

1/2 size cup for Rover 20 and some
other Rovers. Cup can not be used if
this size is not already available on
your Rover.

Replacement for Morbidelli pod and
rail such as Aurthor with pod part
number 2987540022G

Price: $96.00
P/N #Bi0037

Price: $109.00
P/N # Mo2001
Includes plug &
valve.

BVC Replacement for Morbidelli

BVC Replacement for Masterwood

Replacement for Morbidelli pod and
rail such as Aurthor with pod part
number 2987540072C

Replacement cup for Project 317 and
more.

Price: $109.00
P/N # Mo3001
Includes plug &
valve.

Price: $149.00
P/N # Ma1900

BVC Flat Table Cup

BVC Flat Table Cup

These flat table cups fit right down in
bed of your table. We offer full and
quarter size. P/N FL1000 & FL1000Q

48mm height comes in full and
quarter size. Includes valves.

Price: $129.00 for
29 mm full,
$139.00 of 29mm
in quarter size.

Price: $149.00
P/N # FL1048
For quarter size
add a Q to P/N.

BVC Check valves

Gasket material

Our own designed check valves.

Gasket material for all types of
vacuum cups and grid tables.

Price: $7.50
P/N # Cv8000

Price: $.90 /foot

Includes valve.

Please specify what
machinery it is for and
how many feet.
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Better Vacuum Cups, Inc

.

Flat Table Cups

BVC Replacement for Biesse Rovers
For the older style Rover models including Rover
20, 27,30, 321,322, 336,& 346
Price: $99.00
P/N # Bi0039
Also available Ball valve
assembly $19.99

Better Vacuum Cups, Inc.

Better Vacuum Cups, Inc. manufactures a full line of flat table cups for
such machinery as Biesse Rovers,
Anderson, CR Onsrud, CMS, Komo,

Also available in quarter
size. Add Q to the part
number on order.

BVC Replacement for Rover in ATS style

Routech, Weeke, Northwood, Multi-

Removable and rotate able. White nylon locating
ring is incorporated into our cups. No screws or
hardware needed. Also includes valve.

cam, Thermwood and many more… If your table does not have a grid, a spoil

Price: $129.00
P/N # Bi9212 in 29mm height
Price: $149.00
P/N # Bi9248 in 48mm height

work. Standard cups are 135mm x 145mm and come as small as 50mmx 135mm

board is easily made to raise material for horizontal boring, bullnosing and more.
We carry three sizes in height including 29mm, 48mm, and 100mm for aggregate
with the possibility of holding material
as small as 38mm.
Why the BVC cups are BETTER:

BVC Replacement for Busellato
Changes out 6 different styles of Busellato cups.
Fits Junior, Super Junior, Jett and more. Includes
valve and gasket material.
Price: $179.00
P/N # Bu8890

BVC Replacement for Weeke



All BVC vacuum cups are made out
of a solid rubber material, therefore eliminating the need for the
foam gasket material.*



Due to the rubber material, tools are not damaged when the cups are accidentally routed into.



BVC cups are extremely durable and can be dropped with no damage to
the cup, table or materials



All BVC flat table cups come equipped with a check valve, allowing you to
leave the cups on the grid table without any vacuum leakage.



Prices start as low as $129.00 and we offer a bulk discount.

All rubber replacement for the pod and rail Weeke
machines such as the BP 150 and more..
Price: $109.00
P/N # Wk16930

*Some customers report using the gasket material with unsanded solid or warped wood.
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Better Vacuum Cups, Inc.

Solid Surface Cups

Price: $275.00
P/N: SS168
Patent Pending 2007

Better Vacuum Cups, Inc. is pleased
to announce the newest cup to our
line. This cup is used primarily in the granite and glass industry. This is a
double sided vacuum cup with replaceable rubber tops. When routed
into, just replace the rubber tops with no down time and no damage to the
expensive diamond tool. When accidently dropped there is no damage to
the cup, table or materials. With non metallic materials used, weight is
significantly less than others. No more fumbling around with foam
gasket. BVC cups require no gasket. Check out these cups when looking
into cups for your stone machines such as Intermac, Northwood, Matrix,
and many more...

Call us today! 909.606.0140
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Customer Testimonials:
My company had been plagued with hold down issues ever since we purchased our Busellato Machine Centers. Creative, though time consuming
means, we were often employed in our efforts to machine typical elements of production. I was quite impressed with a display of Better Vacuum Cup’s product line at a show in Las Vegas and decided to take a
chance. Our results have been nothing but positive. From customer service, to the performance of the products themselves, we have been extremely happy. We are now able to vacuum parts down that we would
have never dreamt possible prior to. Setup time has also been greatly
reduced, as there is no longer need to add and remove clamps. The cups
perform, and we are very happy with our decision.
—J.R. Neilson
Thanks for getting the cups out for our Rover 27 so quick. We installed
all 15 of them that night; I do not know why I waited so long to change.
What a difference, these should be a standard item on every Rover. During Mike's development he had put a few on the machine for us to try
out; they seemed to work great but were randomly placed through out the
work surface area. Now that we have changed them all out,
WOW! Great Job! Thanks again,
—Tim Shea
We have used the BVC pods several times and they perform better than
expected, absolutely no leaks, no movement and rock solid holding
power. I will never make another cup again.
—Jeff Foreman
All of our patent pending cups at Better Vacuum Cups, Inc. are
tested on local customers routers
prior to being released to the public. We spend many hours actually
running the cups on the routers to
develop a product. When looking
into replacing cups for your cnc,
trust only the best, Better Vacuum
Cups, Inc.

